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Abstract We investigate the effect of structural fluctua-

tions on charge transfer integrals, overlap integrals, and site

energies in a system of two stacked molecular 2,3,6,7,10,11-

hexakishexyloxytriphenylene (HAT6), which is a model

system for conducting devices in organic photocell appli-

cations. A density functional based computational study is

reported. Accurate potential energy surface calculations are

carried out using an improved meta-hybrid density func-

tional to determine the most stable configuration of the two

weakly bound HAT6 molecules. The equilibrium parame-

ters in terms of the twist angle and co-facial separation are

calculated. Adopting the fragment approach within the

Kohn–Sham density functional framework, these parame-

ters are combined to a lateral slide, to mimic structural/

conformational fluctuations and variations in the columnar

phase. The charge transfer and spatial overlap integrals,

and site energies, which form the matrix element of the

Kohn–Sham Hamiltonian are derived. It is found that these

quantities are strongly affected by the conformational

variations. The spatial overlap between stacked molecules

is found to be of considerable importance since charge

transfer integrals obtained using the fragment approach

differ significantly from those using the dimer approach.
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1 Introduction

There has been growing interest in the use of organic

materials for photovoltaic energy-conversion [1–5]. Due to

their low cost, inherent flexibility and relative ease of

processing, organic devices are a better alternative to

the traditional, cost-prohibitive, inorganic semiconductors

[6]. In this context, columnar discotic liquid-crystals [7]

such as the triphenylene derivatives, hexakis(alkyloxy)

triphenylenes (HATn), are attractive model systems in the

development of organic conducting devices [8]. Presently,

our interest is focused on the 2,3,6,7,10,11-hexakishexyl-

oxytriphenylene system (HAT6) illustrated in Fig. 1. The

HAT6 molecule possesses a central planar aromatic core

(mesogen) with peripheral chains that are attached to the

disc-like core. The structural fluctuations are sufficient

to suppress inhomogeneously distributed structural traps,

instead, giving rise to a uniform ‘‘liquid-like’’ dynamic

disorder [9] i.e. a liquid crystal composed of columns of

molecules. The stacking between neighbouring disc-shaped

molecules is due to the p–p overlap originating from the

delocalized p-orbitals above and below each aromatic core,

and interactions between the aliphatic chains. This p–p
overlap provides a one-dimensional pathway for charge

migration along the column direction [10]. However,
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unlike inorganic devices, the spectral sensitivity of organic

materials is limited. One of the major limitations is their

narrow absorption window. Indeed, the diffusion length of

excitons to the donor–acceptor interface is much shorter

than the optical absorption length [11, 12]. Therefore,

efficient energy conversion for practical applications

requires significant improvements of charge transport and

transfer processes [13–16]. In this context, a deeper

understanding of the underlying structural mechanisms—

which are responsible for the formation of the columnar

phase—is of considerable importance. Previous studies of

the HAT6 have shown that structure and dynamics play a

central role in the charge-transfer process of these materi-

als. It was noted that the dynamics of the aromatic cores

and the alkyl tails can affect the electronic properties [17–

20].

We propose to go further in this study and to investigate

computationally how charge transfer and hence charge

carrier mobility are affected due to conformational fluctu-

ations and structural disorder in the columnar liquid phase

of HAT6. The HAT6 molecule presents an aromatic core

which is surrounded with six alkoxy tails that are required

for columnar liquid crystal phase formation. A schematic

representation is shown in Fig. 1a. The choice of the HAT6

model system is justified by the optimum side-chain length

that gives the broadest mesophase range. Between five and

seven carbons in the alkyl tail are required for the columnar

phase to form [18]. Further increase or decrease of the tail

length reduces the temperature range of the hexagonal

columnar (Colh) mesophase formation.

We have studied quantum chemically a model system

which consists of two stacked HAT6 molecules as illus-

trated in Fig. 1b. Since the fluctuations and disorder we

aim to investigate suppress structural periodicity, periodic

band structure simulations are not presently applicable. The

Kohn–Sham formulation of the DFT (KSDFT) [21, 22]

became a standard tool in modelling large molecular sys-

tems leading to results with increasing accuracy at a

significantly lower computational cost compared to wave-

function methods. KSDFT-based methods, which are

adopted here in their standard or improved (hybrid and

meta) forms, have allowed many quantum physical and

chemical problems to be addressed with unprecedented

efficiency. The present work, which is of fundamental

nature, has three goals: (1) to determine the potential

energy surface of the stacking HAT6 molecules and extract

the corresponding equilibrium parameters in terms of co-

facial separation and twist angle between the stacked HAT6

monomers, (2) to calculate charge transfer integrals (CTIs),

overlap integrals, and site energies by modeling a defined

structural disorder, and (3) to evaluate how these quantities

vary upon the imposed conformational fluctuations.

This paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2 the com-

putational aspects of our calculations are reported.

Section 3 is dedicated to the presentation of the results and

discussion and finally, a summary of our main findings is

provided in Sect. 4.

2 Computational details

The input HAT6 geometry (144 atoms) was obtained by

considering structures of benzene and hexyloxy for the

aromatic core and tails (R = OC6H13), respectively. A

starting fully Planar D3h symmetry was assumed, the only

out-of plane atoms being the hydrogens of the tails.

Potential energy surface calculations were performed

using the Gaussian program [23] (version 03—D01).

The exchange-correlation (XC) meta-hybrid functional

PBE1KCIS has been employed [24–28]. This functional,

Fig. 1 a Illustration of the HAT6 molecule where R = C6H13. b Schematic illustration of a model system of two stacked molecules used in DFT

calculations. c Hexagonal columnar arrangement in the discotic phase of HAT6
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which includes a defined amount of the exact Hartree–Fock

exchange together with a high-level kinetic energy density,

has been applied successfully for chemical problems

involving weak interactions. PBE1KCIS is not available

with standard route in Gaussian03. The keywords required

in Gaussian03 to carry out the PBE1KCIS calculation

are: #PBEKCIS IOp(3/76 = 0780002200) [28]. The

6-311??G** Gaussian functions were adopted for all

atomic types [29–31]. CTIs (J), overlap integrals (S) and site

energies ð�Þwere derived using the fragment approach which

is a unique feature of the Amsterdam density functional

(ADF) package (release 2007.01) [32, 33]. ADF is also used

to determine the molecular orbitals diagram (MO) for the

HAT6 molecule. The generalized gradient approximation

(GGA) has been adopted. The exchange contribution to the

GGA was approximated by the Becke gradient correction

(Becke88) [34] and the correlation part by the Perdew–Wang

correction (PW91c) [35–37]. A triple-f Slater type orbital

(STO) basis set, plus one set of polarisation (TZP), was used

[38]. The frozen core approximation was applied up to 1 s

for carbon and oxygen atoms.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Single molecule calculations

The frontier MO diagram, depicted in Fig. 2, of a single

HAT6 molecule is first determined in order to confirm the

expected delocalized p-character of the aromatic core.

These MOs correspond to the followings irreducible rep-

resentations under D3h point group symmetry: HOMO-1

(A1
00), HOMO (E00), LUMO (E00) and LUMO?1 (A2

00).
These levels have the following Kohn–Sham orbital ener-

gies: HOMO-1 (-5.127 eV), HOMO (-4.316 eV), LUMO

(-1.167) and LUMO?1 (-1.160 eV). The HOMO–

LUMO separation was *3.2 eV. Both are p-type MOs.

The valence level orbital (HOMO) spreads over oxygens as

well, which bridge the core and carbonic chains. This is of

considerable importance since it shows that for a given

geometrical configuration in the columnar liquid phase, the

contribution on oxygens might change leading to a corre-

sponding change of the Ccore–O and O–Ctail bond order.

Such changes could delocalize an excess of charge over the

tails thereby conferring an electronic role on the tails, in

addition to the mechanical role in stabilizing the meso-

scopic columnar phase.

3.2 Potential energy surface of two stacked molecules

Previous works which dealt with calculations of CTIs

and related quantities in similar systems—using either

the fragment approach or the dimer approach, or both

(introduced hereafter)—used ‘‘probable’’ equilibrium

structural parameters, justified qualitatively from van

der Waals distances or from average experimental values

[39–41].

Here, the starting point (equilibrium structure), before

modeling structural fluctuations which are subsequently

imposed on the HAT6 stacked molecules, is the subject of

careful investigation of the potential energy surface (PES).

Three degrees of freedom can be modeled in practice at

ab initio level to mimic structural fluctuations: the co-facial

separation D, the twist angle h and the the lateral slide or

offset L. This is schematically illustrated in Fig. 4. We

have calculated the PES of two stacked HAT6 molecules

using the accurately established DFT-based meta-hybrid

functional PBE1KCIS. The latter has been recently applied

successfully to weak interactions. Results are shown in

Fig. 3. The 3-D PES highlights a clear energy minimum at

h *30� and D *3.5 Å, L being kept fixed at 0 Å. This

agrees well with previous works dedicated to similar sys-

tems with smaller aliphatic tails [40]. Other calculations

(not reported here) were carried out using some standard

semi-local, hybrid or meta functionals lead to a repulsive

PES, i.e. no minima is found. The combination of hybrid

and meta contributions in PBE1KCIS is presently adequate

for treating weak interactions. For the sake of reliability, a

Fig. 2 Frontier molecular orbital diagram for the HAT6 molecule
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detailed benchmark calculations done for several non-

bonded systems are reported in references [28, 42, 43]

(and references therein) in this regard. It is worth noting

that DFT-based methods can nowadays be improved in a

efficient way like wave function-based approaches. The

systematic way to improve XC functionals has now been

developed. In this context, ab initio DFT methods

developed by Bartlett and coworkers are a good example

[44].

3.3 Charge transfer integrals, overlap integrals

and site energies

Having determined the equilibrium parameters of the

stacked HAT6 molecules, the next step is to use these

parameters by varying them to mimic structural disorder

and to estimate how the HAT6–HAT6 interaction is

affected. This is done by evaluating CTIs, spatial overlap

integrals S, and site energies. These quantities are a good

indication on how conformational fluctuations in the

columnar phase are important. We use the quantitative

fragment orbital approach and a symmetry adapted linear

combination of the HOMOs of the two HAT6 molecules.

The corresponding computational procedure is described in

references [40, 41]. Briefly it can be summarized as fol-

lows: MOs are firstly calculated for each single HAT6

forming the dimer in the specific orientation. Subsequently,

MOs of the two stacked molecules are then expressed as a

linear combination of the molecular orbitals of the mono-

mer HAT6 (fragment), /i, leading to the overlap matrix S,

the eigenvector matrix C, and the eigenvalue vector E. The

relation hKS = SCEC-1 provides the site energies,

h/i j hKS j /ii; and CTIs, h/i j hKS j /ji: This procedure

allows exact and direct calculations of J, S and e as the

diagonal and off-diagonal elements of the Kohn–Sham

Hamiltonian hKS. For the sake of reliability, a second

approach is adopted to estimate CTIs J. We will refer to it

as the dimer approach. It is based on a zero spatial overlap

assumption and can be used in some limited cases where the

overlap between the interacting individual units forming a

stacked system is negligible. The dimer approach consists of

the use of the half energy splitting between the HOMO and

HOMO-1 to get, qualitatively, the effective CTI.

Figure 5 presents the dependence of the charge transfer

J on the twist angle h between two stacked HAT6 mole-

cules at a fixed distance D = 3.5 Å as determined from

PES calculations. Results of the fragment approach are

compared to those obtained using the dimer approach.

There is a significant difference between the methods due

to the non-zero overlap neglected in the latter. Due to the

D3h point group symmetry, the angular dependence of J is

periodic. The maximal and minimal values of J are

0.45 and 0.15 eV using the fragment approach, and 0.26
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A B
Fig. 3 Left panel 3-D potential

energy surface of the stacked

HAT6 molecules along the twist

angle h and the co-facial

separation D, with a zero offset

(L = 0 Å). Right panel cut

along h with D = 3.5 Å and

L = 0 Å

Fig. 4 Schematic diagram of the modeled structural fluctuations

between stacked HAT6 molecules in the form of twist angle h,

co-facial separation D, and lateral slide L
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and 0.07 eV adopting the dimer approach. They correspond

to twist angles n � 2p
3

and p
3
þ n� 2p

3
; respectively. Values

of J increase periodically with the twist angle. When h 6¼
n p

3
; there is a reduction in symmetry from D3h to C3 point

group, and if h ¼ n p
3

there is a reduction in symmetry from

D3h to C3v occurs. Analogous to J, the spatial overlap,

values gathered in Table 1, vary due to symmetry deviation

from D3h. The site energy e corresponding to the equilib-

rium parameters, h = 30� and S = 3.5 Å, determined by

PES calculations, is -4.05 eV, see Table 1. Increasing the

twist angle from 0� to 60� results in a change of � from

-3.99 to -4.10 eV indicating that the interaction of indi-

vidual HAT6 molecules decreases, in agreement with the

dependence of J and S. Figure 6 shows the exponential

dependence of the charge transfer J on the co-facial sepa-

ration D between two stacked HAT6 molecules with a fixed

twist angle h = 30�, as determined from PES calculations.

The point group symmetry is therefore C3. Results derived

using the fragment approach are compared to those

obtained using the dimer approach. There is a significant

difference between both methods due to the non-zero

overlap neglected in the latter. The maximal and minimal

values of J are 0.55 and 0.02 eV using the fragment

approach, and 0.34 and 0.0 eV adopting the dimer

approach. The value of J decreases exponentially with the

separation D. The exponential decay parameter b is equal

to 1.4 and 1.6 Å-1 for the fragment and dimer approaches,

respectively. Analogous to J, the spatial overlap S values

gathered in Table 2 decrease rapidly with increase of the

co-facial separation D until reaching the long-range inter-

action limit at higher D, which is the monomeric zero

overlap limit. Therefore, the charge transport description in

terms of only the neighboring electronic couplings is ade-

quate. Site energy � has the same value of -4.05 eV at 3.0

and 3.5 Å (see Table 2), the latter corresponding to the

equilibrium distance. This indicates that repulsive effects

are stabilized below D0 = 3.5 Å. Increasing D to larger

distances results in a change of � from -4.05 to -4.14 eV,

indicating that the interaction of individual HAT6 mole-

cules decreases, in agreement with the dependence of J and

S. It is worthwhile to investigate the lateral slide or offset L

between the columnar stacked HAT6 as a third degree of

freedom which can perturb noticeably charge transfer

processes through symmetry breaking, and hence spatial

overlap. This is demonstrated in Fig. 7. Only results of the

fragment approach are reported. The twist angle and

co-facial separation were kept fixed at their equilibrium

values, i.e. h0 = 30� and D0 = 3.5 Å. The offset L is

achieved by sliding one HAT6 with respect to the other

along a C2 axis. The maximal value of the charge transfer

J is 0.27 eV. The complex nodal structure (nodes of the
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Fig. 5 Calculated CTIs (J) and their dependence on the twist angle h
obtained using the fragment approach (full circles) and the dimer

approach (open circles). The co-facial separation and the lateral slide

between the two stacked HAT6 molecules are kept fixed at D = 3.5 Å

and L = 0 Å, respectively

Table 1 Calculated site energies ð�Þ and spatial overlap integrals (S)

at D = 3.5 Å and L = 0.0 Å, using the fragment approach

h (�) 0 15 30 45 60

� (eV) -3.99 -4.01 -4.05 -4.07 -4.10

S 0.047 0.028 (2) 0.028 (1) 0.022 0.017

Table 2 Calculated site energies ð�Þ and spatial overlap integrals (S)

at h = 30� and L = 0.0 Å, using the fragment approach

D (Å) 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6

� (eV) -4.05 -4.05 -4.06 -4.08 -4.10 -4.12 -4.14

S 0.050 0.028 0.016 0.009 0.005 0.003 0.002

3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6

D [A
o
]

0

0.08

0.16

0.24

0.32

0.4

0.48

0.56

J 
[e

V
]

Fig. 6 Calculated CTIs (J) and their dependence on the co-facial

separation D obtained using the fragment approach (full circles) and

the dimer approach (open circles). The twist angle and the lateral

slide between the two stacked HAT6 molecules are kept fixed at

h = 30� and L = 0 Å, respectively
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wavefunction) which is perpendicular to the plane of the

large HAT6 molecule, is well reflected through local

maxima and minima, which correspond to a constructive/

destructive character of the overlap between the individual

HAT6 molecules. Spatial overlaps S show clearly such

oscillations (see Table 3). A higher offset will result in a

zero overlap, and hence zero charge transfer. At L = 0 Å

the site energy e is equal to -4.05 eV, corresponding to the

equilibrium parameters (see Table 3). When L increases,

the site energy tends to the monomer limit -4.38 eV,

which will in this case be close to the eigenvalue of the

HOMO of single HAT6.

4 Summary

In summary we have determined, for the first time, the

potential energy surface for a molecular model of two

stacked HAT6 molecules adopting an improved meta-

hybrid density functional PBE1KCIS, which is well suited

for weak molecular interactions [28]. Clear minima have

been found corresponding to a twist angle h and co-facial

separation D of *30� and *3.5 Å, respectively. The

dimer equilibrium geometry was determined with the

constraint L = 0 Å.

Charge transfer integrals, overlap integrals and site

energies relevant to charge transport in columnar HATn

have been evaluated using the unique molecular fragment

approach as implemented in the ADF software [32, 33].

The importance of the spatial overlap between stacked

molecules is highlighted by comparing CTIs obtained from

the fragment approach to those calculated from the half

energy splitting between the HOMO and HOMO-1 in the

dimer. A significant difference is found due to the non-zero

overlap integral in the former. CTIs vary strongly as a

function of the intermolecular packing geometry. The

angle dependence is periodic and the distance (co-facial

separation) dependence is exponential. At larger distances,

the monomer limit is reached and there is no charge

transfer. Effect of the offset between the two columnar

stacked HAT6 molecules reveals the destructive/construc-

tive character and the complex nodal structure of the wave

function of the large HAT6 system. The work presented in

this paper extends work by other authors [40] on HAT1 and

comparable molecules. The molecule studied here, HAT6,

is almost three times bigger than the molecules studied

previously. By using a meta-hybrid functional, we have

determined the equilibrium geometry of a pair of HAT6

molecules, whereas this initial geometry was inferred in

previous work. Results concerning charge transfer and

overlap integrals and site energies are qualitatively similar

to those obtained for HAT1. Long molecular tails are

essential in stabilizing the columnar, conducting liquid

crystal phase. Normal mode calculations in ground and

excited electronic states also suggest that the structure and

vibrations of the molecular tails are sensitive to the

molecular electronic structure [45]. Practically, in the

presence of dynamic and/or static structural fluctuations

the mobility, and therefore the conductivity, should scale

approximately quadratically with the charge transfer inte-

gral as it has been reported for similar organic materials

[40, 46, 47]. Thus, the data reported here can be used to

estimate quantitatively charge transport properties in tri-

phenylene derivatives. Following the work presented in

this paper, we are in a position to extend this level of

analysis to more realistic structural fluctuations, obtained

from molecular dynamics simulations of the liquid crystal.

Our aim is to establish the mechanical and electronic role

of the molecular tails in HAT-based materials.
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